MEDIA IT
SOLUTIONs

About Us

“

We (Global Team Blue) have been using CineSys
for many years. Their knowledge of the industry
and trends are a great resource when evaluating
new gear. Every purchase is thoroughly vetted and
discussed to make sure it meets our needs and
also that the company will be around long after
the purchase.
When it comes to planning and installation. This
is where CineSys shines. We have upgraded our
archival workflow and just recently our SAN. Either
of these installations alone can cause loss of
revenue to a facility. CineSys engineering helped
pre-plan and execute both installations without
any disruptions to our daily workflow.
Dean Dolce,
Post Production Operations Director
The Park, GTB

”

CineSys is a Broadcast and Media Systems Integrator providing solutions,
integration and support for digital content creators across North America.
With decades of IT experience and a foundation in M&E, we serve a range of
industries from broadcast and post production to government, corporate,
houses of worship and sports.
Our goal is to help companies get the most out of their technology
investment, to accelerate workflows and strengthen infrastructures. We
review technical needs and identify issues. Based on the initial discovery
process, we design and then build a customized solution that will integrate
seamlessly with your existing environment, making sure that it can scale as
required down the road.
Are you looking for real-time collaboration and sharing between
geographically dispersed teams? Want to monetize your ever expanding
archived media library? Not sure which type of storage is right for your
particular workflow? Looking to automate your backup process, or simplify
data management? No problem. As an engineering-centric company,
we have specialists with deep knowledge and experience in designing,
implementing and supporting creative workflows. We will help improve your
production pipeline from ingest to delivery and beyond, so that you can
focus on growing your business.
CineSys has a large network of amazing technology partners. With the help
of these cutting edge companies, we can provide you with the best products,
enabling your creative team to work without disruption, no matter where
they are.
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ARCHIVE & BACKUP

Archiware’s P5 Software Suite is ideal for businesses in the Media and
Entertainment industry. Four modules in the Archiware P5 Suite secure
data using the A-B-C of data management: Archive, Backup and Cloning.
All modules can be combined to create multiple-step security concepts to
achieve maximum data protection. Archiware P5 secures data to disk, tape
and cloud and has integrations with numerous partners.

The On- & Off-site Data Protection feature in Open-E JovianDSS Data
Storage Software allows users to back up and restore crucial company data
in case of an unexpected disaster. This backup-focused feature enables
creating consistent snapshots and asynchronous snapshot replication to
local and/or remote destinations.

CLOUD COMPUTING
NEO XL-Series libraries address the need for midrange and enterprise
businesses to do more with less by providing effortless automated backup
that combines flexibility, density, high-performance and affordability
to ensure that data is protected faster, smarter, easier and more cost
effectively.

Spectra Logic develops data storage solutions that solve the problem of
short and long-term digital preservation for technology professionals
dealing with exponential data growth. Active Archive allows you to extend a
file system across performance disk, capacity disk, and tape; all accessible
to the end user without the intervention of an administrator.

DNAevolution is a scalable, high performance tape automation platform.
It provides a way to manage large scale backup and archiving to tape.
DNAfabric is a data management services platform, designed to provide
data services across numerous workflows (Analytics, Backup, Archive,
Collaboration) and a multitude of storage end points (NAS, SAN, Object,
Cloud, WAN and Tape).

Veeam’s core capabilities, backup & recovery, along with replication &
failover, combine to form the cornerstone of Veeam’s flagship products,
Veeam Backup & Replication™ and Veeam Availability Suite™. They are the
foundation of Veeam’s ability to provide Availability for any app, any data
across any cloud.

Amulet Hotkey create centralized computing and remote desktop
solutions that include physical and virtual workstations, high-performance
computing systems, as well as virtual desktops. They support a broad
range of solutions, including compute accelerated workstations and
high-performance computing, covering all users from knowledge worker
desktops to the highest performance 3D graphics visualization and GPU
accelerated computing.

Leostream manages the connection of end users to their desktops and
applications in on-premises data centers, in the cloud and across hybrid
environments. From a single-pane-of-glass admin console, Leostream
can manage and connect users to VDI, cloud desktops, and other types
of hosted IT assets across a range of hosting platforms. With advanced
security features for even the most compliance-sensitive industries.

SimpleCloud is the first global cloud-based, virtual animation studio
platform providing a unique set of unified services in order to set up your
production needs. Users can define the number and performance of their
workstations, main or secondary storage capacity and software licenses
required. Its cloud architecture enables users to access the platform
anywhere in the world allowing artists to work from remote locations
avoiding software downloads and complex configurations.
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DISPLAYS

The Dolby® Professional Reference Monitor PRM-4220 enables the creative
process for colorists and cinematographers by ensuring that the final image
will reflect exactly what you see on the display. The most accurate colorcorrection monitor available, it displays the full dynamic range that the
latest advanced digital cameras can capture.

EIZO ColorEdge monitors are the industry’s highest quality monitors for
professionals with the highest standards. The ColorEdge PROMINENCE
CG3146 is the first true HDR reference monitor in the world to incorporate
a built-in calibration sensor for ensuring the ultimate color-accurate
HDR viewing environment. It supports hybrid log-gamma (HLG) and the
perceptual quantization (PQ) curve for HDR video. HLG is compatible
with SDR displays and is suitable for live TV broadcasting. The PQ curve
approximates the human visual system, making it ideal for films, streaming,
and other video content.

The OBM-X310 meets Dolby Vision Mastering Requirements. It achieves the
1000nits high brightness level, which enables the monitor to display HDR
content faithfully. The state-of-the-art LCD technology of the OBM-X310
enables deep blacks to be accurately displayed, and the black portion of an
image is not degraded. The OBM-X310´s amazing ability to express subtle
details in the low-luminance area is equal to an OLED monitor.

The LUM-310R is a 4K HDR Reference Master production monitor with a
local-dimming backlight array designed to reproduce reference HDR content
at a maximum luminance of 2,000 nits with a simultaneous deep black
minimum of 0.002 nits. This makes possible a simultaneous contrast ratio
nearing 1 million to 1.

EDITING & 3D

Creative Cloud gives you the world’s best apps and services for video,
design, photography, and the web. Take your footage further on film, TV,
and the web with Adobe video and audio tools. Edit on your phone or your
desktop. Add graphics, effects, and pro-quality audio. Animate just about
anything. It all works together seamlessly across every app and device.

Take your 3D assets and environments from first draft to final frames with
the Media & Entertainment Collection. Create incredible animations. Design
rich environments with flexible procedural modeling software. Use Arnold
to render beautiful final results. The Collection includes a comprehensive
set of content creation tools and services that expand the workflows of
Maya and 3ds Max. It provides an end-to-end solution for animators,
modelers, and VFX artists in film, TV, games, and design visualization.

Media Composer is the media and entertainment industry’s most used video
editing software, accelerating high-res, HDR, and HD workflows. And now
with Media Composer | Ultimate (formerly Media Composer) - designed for
editorial collaboration and MediaCentral environments - you get access to all
Media Composer software options to accelerate your workflow.

Boris FX create VFX plug-ins that support the most popular applications in
post-production. They work directly inside of Adobe After Effects, Adobe
Premiere Pro, Autodesk Flame, AVID Media Composer, Blackmagic DaVinci
Resolve, Apple’s Final Cut Pro X, The Foundry’s NUKE, and many more.

Maxon Computer is a leading developer of 3D software for the creative
industries, best known for its flagship 3D modeling, painting, rendering,
and animation software, Cinema 4D. Today, users across the world rely on
Cinema 4D to create cutting-edge 3D motion graphics, architectural and
product visualizations, video game graphics, illustrations and much more.
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FINISHING & MASTERING

The advanced 3D visual effects compositing software Flame® offers tools
for fast, interactive 3D VFX, finishing, compositing, advanced graphics, color
grading, conform, editorial, and look development. The Flame Family of
products includes Flame, Flame Assist, Flare and Lustre, the real-time color
grading software for creative look development.

DaVinci Resolve is the world’s only solution that combines editing, color
correction, visual effects, motion graphics and audio post production all in
one software tool! Its elegant, modern interface is fast to learn and easy
enough for new users, yet powerful for professionals. DaVinci Resolve lets
you work faster and at a higher quality because you don’t have to learn
multiple apps or switch software for different tasks. That means you can
work with camera original quality images throughout the entire process. It’s
like having your own post production studio in a single app!

The CORTEX family of products includes solutions for on set and post
with a fully featured dailies application, IMF, DCP, AS-02 and Dolby Vision
packaging, multiple QC modules including dead pixel correction, video
measurement tools and IMF validation, world class UpRes with MTISamsung rescaling, and all with enhanced edit capabilities.

Chroma enables real-time remote color grading, editorial review and
content approvals for post-production facilities and personnel. Transport
of the highest quality 12-bit 4:4:4 RGB/XYZ color video in various formats
such as 4K HDR is achievable over public, private, and Streambox Cloud
Services IP networks. Post professionals can share, view and listen to
content with the necessary detail to make informed decisions from multiple
remote locations. Chroma enables facility content sharing and live event
contribution to screening rooms and digital cinema theaters.

FILE TRANSFER

JetStream transfers your large files with blazing speed, enterprise reliability,
and foremost security - with the ease and simplicity your teams deserve.
The world has changed. Working from home is no longer a perk, but rather
a way of life. When your team members don’t have a good way to share and
transfer large files, projects take longer to complete. So bring your teams
closer together and collaborate faster by moving data quickly and securely.

INGEST

Cinedeck deliver unrivaled speed and versatility. Their recorders support a
wide variety or codecs, wrappers, formats, and resolutions. Control all the
settings right from the display of the recorder or with the Multi-Channel
Control app. Record your media directly to your networked storage or
to a standard 2.5″ SSD. From JPEG2000 archive formats to XAVC, ProRes
and DNxHR 4K Multicam, Cinedeck recorders cover a wide range of everevolving workflows.

just:in is a network-based ingest solution for all broadcast needs. Ingest
single-camera, multi-camera, satellite feeds or VTR setups with crash, batch
and scheduled recording. Unlike other software design philosophies just:in
unites single and multi-channel ingest into one flexible and expandable
client-server ingest solution.

Streamline signal and file-based capture with real-time metadata tagging
and editing with best-in-class technology and proven reliability to help
optimize media creativity for enterprise, digital media, sports and broadcast
markets worldwide. Ingest live SDI and IP feeds such as HLS, NDI, and
SMPTE IP.
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INFRASTRUCTURE

Adder’s high performance IP KVM solutions improve user experience,
desktop ergonomics and production workflows for customers around the
world. Their KVM switch technology is used by control room operators to
access and manage multiple computers from a single workstation – often
in a fast-paced and mission-critical situation. The KVM extenders help
operators working in extreme and hazardous environments to access their
critical computers from a safe and remote location.

AJA develops an extensive range of solutions for the professional video
and audio market, from conversion devices, I/O solutions and capture
cards to digital recording devices, video routers, frame synchronizers and
professional 4K cameras.

ATTO specializes in storage and network connectivity and infrastructure
solutions for the most data-intensive computing environments across the
IT and media & entertainment markets. They manufacture host and RAID
adapters, network adapters, storage controllers, Thunderbolt™ adapters,
and software.

Avenview provides the Pro AV industry with a comprehensive range of AV
components for the management and distribution of video signals. Their
product line currently includes solutions for video walls, multi-viewing,
matrix switching applications, signal extension, distribution, conversion,
scaling and control.

Blackmagic Design creates high quality broadcast and cinema hardware.
Their line of infrastructure products includes live production switchers,
disk recorders and duplicators, next generation broadcast converters and
incredible quality capture and playback cards.

Network switching products from Edge to Core - the foundation of a
next-gen network. High-density switches designed for demanding data
centers and service providers, with advanced features for network visibility,
automation and adaptability, delivering scalable and deterministic network
performance.

IHSE provides cutting-edge KVM switches, extenders and converters.
Leveraging high-performance KVM technology with their proprietary
knowledge of lossless quick switching processing, IHSE delivers unmatched
interoperability between multiple formats such as DVI, HDMI, and VGA.

Fueled by the insatiable demand for better 3D graphics, and the massive
scale of the gaming market, NVIDIA has evolved the GPU into a computer
brain at the exciting intersection of virtual reality, high performance
computing, and artificial intelligence. Quadro has long been the de facto
standard for enterprise desktop graphics for digital designers and artists.

Wacom’s line of creative pen tablets include a range of choices for your
creative interests. The choices in Intuos Pro deliver the pressure-sensitivity,
pen performance and productivity features most sought out by serious
creative.

COMPOSABLE INFRASTRUCTURE

Take your datacenter from static to dynamic with Liqid Matrix. Compose
bare metal servers on-demand to meet real-time business needs, all
via software. Eliminate costly overprovisioning by deploying only what’s
needed today, via Liqid’s UI, API or CLI. When more resources are needed,
scale in seconds, zero-touch. When workloads are retired, resources can be
quickly moved to new or existing servers.
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MEDIA ASSET MANAGEMENT

Whether you’re a team of two, an organization of thousands, or anything in
between, MediaCentral accelerates media production. This scalable, open
platform offers a powerful suite of creative tools, media asset management,
and the ability to tailor and expand its capabilities, enabling teams to
collaborate from anywhere, using any device.

axle ai helps creative teams remotely manage and search their media
files. Their software connects with the storage you already own, using
your existing folder setup. It doesn’t force you to check in files to special
locations, or upload them to the cloud. It’s a browser based system to
automatically tag your media so you can find it quickly, from any web
browser, smartphone, or tablet on site or remotely.

Cantemo Portal™ is like a warehouse of the ever-growing pool of video,
audio, still images, and other forms of digital media. It provides fast search
and playback no matter where your content lives in the multi-tiered storage
environment, and it easily integrates with mainstream third-party tools like
NLE’s, transcoders, distribution engines, and archive solutions.

The CatDV platform delivers a wide variety of media-centric capabilities,
including traditional PAM, MAM and DAM, sophisticated workflow
automation and fully customised applications. CatDV deployments create
transparency and visibility, ensures best practices are followed, and
increases team productivity. CatDV unlocks value in your media, saving
time, money and stress, whether deployed on premise, or cloud, across
traditional and object storage tiers.

Mimir by Mjoll is an easy-to-use tool for video content creators, which
automates metadata logging using integrated AI services and at the same
time archives your media to the cloud. It harnesses the power of market
leading cognitive services from Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft and others
to automatically make your archives searchable and therefore more
valuable. Enable cognitive services into your video workflow today and
harness the power of AI to simplify complex and time consuming tasks!

Strawberry is an award-winning Production Asset Management Suite
(PAM), designed to keep productions organized and collaboration flexible.
It solves key storage and workflow management issues that plague
every media production house. Strawberry integrates tightly with key
creative applications, accelerates production workflows, and manages the
underlying production storage, so that you can utilize your creative talent
more effectively.

iconik® allows organizations to securely manage and share their media, no
matter where it’s stored. Use AI to auto-tag and transcribe your media. The
ability to search for objects, themes or spoken phrases means there is no
media you can’t find. Because iconik is built for the hybrid cloud, it offers
the best of both cloud and local storage, to give you a holistic view of all
your content, from any device.

Shotgun is software that simplifies creative project management and
unifies visual effects, animation and games teams of all sizes. Eliminate task
switching and plan more efficiently with powerful tracking, scheduling, and
reporting tools. Gain greater visibility across the entire team with an alwaysup-to-date view of accurate information.

Cubix by Ortana Media Group is a modular and scalable Media Asset
Management (MAM) and Orchestration platform. A complete end to end
solution that connects a wide range of media supply chains and transforms
workflows, enabling customers to revolutionise and take complete control
of their business.

In collaboration with a broad community of technology partners,
integrators and developers, Vidispine has established a position in the
Media & Entertainment space as a leading vendor of media supply chain,
enterprise media asset management, production asset management,
channel management, rights management and ad tech.
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PROJECTORS
Redshift is a powerful GPU-accelerated renderer, built to meet the specific
demands of contemporary high-end production rendering. Tailored to
support creative individuals and studios of every size, Redshift offers a suite
of powerful features and integrates with industry standard CG applications.
Barco offers projection technology for a wide variety of markets. The
rugged large venue projectors offer excellent brightness for auditoriums,
events, shows and projection mapping projects. For the digital cinema
industry, they offer laser-illuminated and lamp-based cinema projectors, as
well as postproduction projectors. And Barco’s 3D stereoscopic projectors
are the perfect choice for virtual reality.

Bring 4K footage into art galleries and editing studios with Canon’s lineup
of high-quality projection and reference display solutions. Enhance your
viewing experience with stunning 4K resolution, or check out their highresolution projectors ideal for houses of worship, large conference rooms
and educational institutions - places where large-venue installations require
images with exceptional details.

RENDER

AWS Thinkbox Deadline is a hassle-free hybrid administration and compute
management software for Windows, Linux, and mac OS based render
farms, supporting more than 80 different content creation applications out
of the box.

STORAGE - CLOUD

Object Matrix is an award winning software company that has pioneered
object storage and the modernisation of media archives. It exists to
ensure business continuity and to enable creative and production teams
to effortlessly self-serve archive content from the office as well as from
home. The MatrixStore hybrid cloud storage platform encourages global
collaboration, increases operational efficiencies by automating all data
management tasks and empowers creativity through ease of access to
media libraries.

Chaos creates technology that empowers artists and designers to visualize
anything they can imagine. Their ecosystem of 3D rendering, realtime rendering and simulation software is used by top design studios,
architectural firms, advertising agencies, and VFX companies around the
globe. With continued research and advancements in ray-traced rendering,
cloud rendering, and real-time exploration, Chaos makes the tools to help
you create your world.

Backblaze B2 is enterprise-grade, S3 compatible storage that companies
around the world use to store and serve data while improving their cloud
OpEx vs. Amazon S3 and others. Developers use it to easily build apps
and manage services, IT leaders use it to backup their organizations with
management ease and reliability and media-heavy teams use it to save time
and headaches with their existing workflows and media tools.

Reality means predictable, reliable first-time results. Maxwell Render™
unleashes your creativity without having to struggle with complex computer
graphics terminology and countless parameter tweaks. It is specifically
made to help architects, designers, and artists to visualize their projects
efficiently and accurately with minimum set-up time.

Managing the massive growth of unstructured data across disparate
environments is complex because most technology solutions are not
designed to be elastic. Don’t get locked in with inflexible systems,
information silos, and rigid workflows. With Qumulo you use one file data
platform to manage, store, and share file data wherever it makes the most
sense for your users, applications, and workflows.
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STORAGE - NAS

Avid NEXIS is the media industry’s most comprehensive and reliable shared
storage solution, offering efficient, scalable storage tiering on premises and
in the cloud. Optimized to accelerate media workflows, it enables teams to
collaborate faster and achieve better efficiency and security across flash,
online, nearline, and archive storage. It’s the storage solution the industry
relies on to help them adapt to the changing needs and unpredictability of
today’s media production.

MediaVault by Codex is high-performance shared storage for media
workflows that allow your team to collaborate with maximum ease and
efficiency. With four 10GbE ports as standard, and options to add four
more or even additional 25/50/100GbE ports, MediaVault can be configured
to fit seamlessly into any network infrastructure.

NAS storage that just doesn’t quit. It is ultra-fast, hyper-scalable and
incredibly flexible. The new Ultra product family by OpenDrives is built
to exceed your most demanding projects. With OpenDrives Ultra storage
solutions, you can grow and scale in multiple dimensions. Whether
performance, capacity, or concurrency—depending on your business
needs. Their solutions position you on the threshold of a new paradigm in
hyper-scale storage, combining the power of scale up with the flexibility of
scale out capabilities.

NX2 NAS media storage by Scale Logic is an integrated single server
subsystem providing users with high-performance media storage and rack
density, all at a highly competitive cost per TB without sacrificing processing
power. Furthermore, this cost-effective feature-rich media storage can be
used as a high-performance primary shared storage for video editing and
VFX applications such as Final Cut Pro X, Adobe After Effects, Avid Media
Composer, DaVinci Resolve, Nuke, and Maya. The NX2 can also serve as a
near-line repository for Avid Project Parking; second-instance storage under
Avid, EditShare, Isilon and more; or a spinning disk archive.

STORAGE - SAN

Dynamic Drive Pool (DDP) is a multi-award-winning shared storage system
with advanced SSD caching, load balancing, automatic data redistribution
linear bandwidth scaling, and mirroring all available in a single namespace.
It is an IP based SAN, all-in-one box solution with a built-in metadata
controller that requires only one Ethernet network. Driven by iSCSI and the
Ardis AVFS file system DDP enables full project and file level based sharing
using nearly 100% of the available Ethernet bandwidth.

Quantum technology and services help customers capture, create, share,
and store digital content, with the fastest performance for high-resolution
video, imagery, and industrial IoT data. Quantum’s storage products are
uniquely designed for video, delivering the fastest streaming performance
available. We are the industry experts for ingesting video and highresolution content when efficiency is vital. A Quantum StorNext® shared
storage and advanced data management solution, combined with Xcellis®
workflow storage, delivers the performance and scalability you need to
power the modern media workflow and extract maximum value from your
content.

CYBER SECURITY

To be effective against today’s evolving threat landscape, your security
solution needs to reliably control high volumes of network and cloud traffic
through awareness of applications, users, and content. FortiGate chassisbased next-generation firewalls deliver scalable threat protection and high
reliability for the most demanding networks. Extensive network interfaces,
consolidated security services and simplified management deliver
uncompromising protection from cyber threats and malware, at the edge,
in the data center and core network.
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STREAMING

Haivision is a market leader in low latency video streaming and video encoding
solutions. Their H.264 and HEVC video encoders and decoders are used by
enterprises, broadcasters, defense, and government organizations to securely
stream live low-latency video across the internet or over private networks.

WORKSTATIONS

Mac Pro is designed for pros who need the ultimate in CPU performance.
From production rendering to playing hundreds of virtual instruments to
simulating an iOS app on multiple devices at once, it’s exceedingly capable.

In the era of multi-platform media and 24/7 content cycles, you need the
technology to be seen when and where your viewers watch today, and the
innovation to continue to capture and hold their attention tomorrow. With
NewTek’s software-driven, interconnected production solutions in your
control room, studio, or OB unit, you have the leading-edge functionality to
light up screens in the here and now—and future-proof your operations for
whatever comes next.

Dell Precision tower and rack workstations handle the most demanding
applications across multiple industries. With fast memory, next gen graphics
and extreme performance, your ideas are limitless.

Cloud-based editors are currently limited to providing a low resolution, proxy
version of the actual video and audio in real time. Spectra changes that and
allows the creative to see and hear a fully accurate representation of the
project. More importantly, Spectra can simultaneously deliver the same highquality, low-latency stream that the creative person sees to multiple remote
collaborators anywhere in the world.

When you’re on the brink of discovery, you need the capability to run complex
simulations, handle advanced Machine Learning algorithms and process huge
amounts of data on the fly. The HP Z8 doesn’t disappoint. Run simulations and
edit 8K video in real time with up to 56 cores and up to 3 TB high-speed memory.
Certified for serious software, you can deliver better work in less time.

TRANSCODING

Drastic Technologies develops cutting edge software solutions for television,
post production and sports broadcasters, from real time web delivery to 4k
broadcast. They specialize in integrating real time web delivery, 4K broadcast,
file, baseband and network video into unified workflows.

Vantage by Telestream is a powerful, scalable, software-enabled media processing
platform that manages all media services from the camera to the point of
distribution. It allows content owners, producers, and distributors to quickly and
cost-effectively ingest, edit, transcode, QC, package, monetize, and distribute media.

Powerful enough to render virtual reality, the ThinkStation P920 highperformance workstation lets you tap the speed and efficiency of Intel Xeon
processing and NVIDIA Quadro graphics. It also comes with Independent
software vendor (ISV) certification from major vendors like Autodesk. Easy to
set up, deploy, and manage, the ThinkStation P920 endures rigorous testing in
extreme environmental conditions.

Supermicro’s SuperWorkstations are optimized for applications requiring
powerful compute and graphics capabilities. Supporting the latest Intel Xeon
scalable processors and multiple NVIDIA GPUs to boost productivity and
creativity for professional artists, designers, and engineers across industries
such as manufacturing, energy, and media and entertainment.
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